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Ford’s GT40s
The Ford-Ferrari Wars
J

uly 4, 1963, was supposed to be a historic day. The American behemoth Ford Motor
Company had a deal in place to buy the boutique Italian sports car manufacturer
Ferrari. It promised to be a marriage of opposites: While the Ford Motor Company
perfected the mass production of automobiles, building 3,400,000 cars the previous
year, Enzo Ferrari’s company had hand-assembled only 500 vehicles over the same
time period.
But the two automakers did have one thing in common: both were run by headstrong men with formidable egos. After protracted negotiations, Ferrari backed out of
the $18 million deal for a number of reasons, among them Henry Ford II’s decree that
Ferrari couldn’t race his cars at Indianapolis. Ford was incensed at the withdrawal, and
famously responded, “Okay then, we’ll kick [their] ass.”
The ass-kicking, Ford decided, would be administered at the heart of Europe’s
racing scene, the 24 Hours of Le Mans. Acknowledging that Ford had neither the
experience nor the expertise to build a world-class roadracing car, it investigated
partnering with an established race team. Ford eventually reached a deal with Lola,
the Huntington, England–based company founded a few years earlier by engineer
Eric Broadley. Lola had just raced a Ford V-8-powered coupe at Le Mans and seemed
like a natural partner for the venture.
A development team was assembled, headed by Broadley and fabled team manager John Wyer. Ford quickly began building its new Ford Advanced Vehicles facility

Opposite: Although its true name is the Ford GT, the car’s 40-inch height led the British press to dub it the GT40.
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Ford Advanced Vehicles developed the GT40 Mark II’s nose through months of
wind-tunnel and on-track testing.

Copious vents were required in order to cool the GT40’s huge 427-cubic-inch bigblock V-8.
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in England. After months of toil and testing, the team
unveiled a prototype of the new car in London on
April 1, 1964. This first car was officially referred to
as GT/101, and all subsequent iterations would be
called GTs. However, the British press would later dub
the car “GT40”—GT for Grand Touring and 40 for
its 40-inch height—and the GT40 nickname stuck.
The new car was thrust into an intensive testing
program at Goodwood, Brands Hatch, and Monza,
leading up to its first competition at the Nürburgring
1,000-kilometer race in May. The car was fast, if
unsteady, and was able to hold its own until suspension
failure knocked it out of the race. The following month,
Ford entered three GTs in the 24 Hours of Le Mans,
with driver pairings of Phil Hill/Bruce McLaren,
Richie Ginther/Masten Gregory, and Dickie Attwood/
Jo Schlesser. From the start, the phalanx of Fords
demonstrated that they were fast enough to lead, but
none of the cars would finish the race. Worse still for
Ford, the V-12-powered Ferraris were the ones doing
the ass-kicking: They swept first, second, and third.
The rest of the season would play out in similarly—
nine race starts, no finishes for the GT.
Aware that teething problems are a normal part of
racing, Ford redoubled its efforts for 1965. This time,
Ford enlisted the genius of Carroll Shelby, hiring his
Shelby American outfit to run the cars. After a win
at Daytona and an encouraging second place at the
12 Hours of Sebring, the team returned to Le Mans
with six GT40s.
Five of the six cars were prepped by Shelby
American; among them, two were equipped with
massive 427-cubic-inch (7.0-liter) V-8s. But as history
has shown repeatedly, Le Mans is about far more than
horsepower and top speed. Although Phil Hill set the
fastest lap time at 138.443 miles per hour, none of
the six GT40s managed to finish the race. Adding
more insult to Ford’s injury, Ferraris once again
prevailed in the top three spots.
Still undaunted, Ford returned to Le Mans in
1966. The company had already sunk millions of dollars into its pursuit of victory abroad, and after two
years of packing up its garages before the race had

Chassis number XGT-1 in action at the 1966 24 Hours of Le Mans. The car started third on the grid but retired in the sixth hour with a broken clutch. Ford Archives
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Ford GT40s in the pits, prior
to the 1966 24 Hours of Le
Mans. Ford Archives

Sir John Whitmore and Frank Gardner drove this Ford GT40, chassis number XGT-1, at the 1966 24 Hours of Le Mans under the Alan Mann Racing banner. The
car is now part of the Simeone Foundation Museum.
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ended, the 1966 season would be crucial to Ford’s efforts. Meanwhile, Henry Ford’s enthusiasm was still palpable. One day Ford called Shelby into his office and announced, “Carroll, we
are going to win Le Mans in ’66.” Shelby responded, “We are?” And Ford handed out pins that
read “Ford Wins Le Mans in 1966.” “Shit,” Shelby recalls, “that gave us dysentery.”
Drawing on its massive economic and engineering resources, Ford developed a secondgeneration model, the Mark II. The new car was vetted with months of track testing at the hands
of star test driver Ken Miles. Wind-tunnel work and engine reliability trials were implemented,
and a special dynamometer was used to simulate 48 hours of driving the Le Mans course.
The Mark II made a bold debut at the first race of the season, finishing 1–2–3 at the
24 Hours of Daytona. The success continued with another 1–2–3 sweep at Sebring’s 12-hour
race, generating some optimism for Le Mans.
At the French course, the field of 55 cars included no fewer than 13 GT40s, 8 of them
7-liter Mark II models run by factory-backed teams. In addition to Shelby American’s three
cars, Charlotte, North Carolina’s Holman-Moody also ran three cars. The British race team
Alan Mann Ltd. fielded two more. The other five GT40s were Mark Is entered by privateers.
As the race commenced, Graham Hill’s GT40 took an early lead, and after the first hour,
five of the top eight cars were GT40s. By early evening, driver Ken Miles had worked his GT40
to the front of the pack, after which two Ferraris briefly moved into the first and second spots.
Before midnight, Miles regained the lead and Ford held the top six places.
As it turned out, not a single Ferrari would survive the first 12 hours, and by morning
Ford looked set for an easy victory, to be carried home by the pairing of Ken Miles and Denny
Hulme. However, Ford decided to orchestrate a three-abreast crossing of the finish line, an act
that would later stir controversy. Miles slowed down to allow the Bruce McLaren/Chris Amon
car and the Ronnie Bucknum/Dick Hutcherson car to take the checkered flag simultaneously.
But after the race ended, Le Mans officials informed them that their photo op would have an
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unexpected effect on the final results: The rules stated that if the race ended in a tie, the winner
would be declared based on who began farther back on the starting grid. Because the McLaren/
Amon car had started a few rows behind them, Miles and Hulme were robbed of a well-earned
victory. Politics and posturing aside, however, the 1–2–3 finish brought both joy and relief to
a team and a company that had fought for years to achieve this goal.
Determined to repeat its success, Ford threw its resources into the next GT40. The Mark IV
included revised aerodynamics, a bonded aluminum honeycomb chassis, and a roll cage that
offered greater safety but also negated much of the aluminum’s weight savings. The new car was
as effective as its predecessor: At Le Mans, Dan Gurney and co-driver A. J. Foyt covered 3,252
miles to win the event, with the McLaren/Mark Donohue team coming in fourth. Meanwhile,
the new roll cage served its purpose when Mario Andretti emerged virtually unscathed from a
serious wreck.
Having delivered its message to Ferrari and the rest of the European roadracing community,
Ford began to wind down its GT program after 1967, though privateer J. W. Automotive
campaigned smaller-engine GT40s that still managed to win. But without the backing of
Ford’s considerable resources, the car was eventually eclipsed by the competition. But the
GT40 has never been forgotten. Borne from a clash of historic egos, fanned by the taste of
competition, and fueled by the promise of victory, Henry Ford II used the world stage to
administer his rebuke to Enzo Ferrari. It was this retribution that crossed the finish line at
Le Mans, three abreast.

Pedro Rodriguez (holding
champagne bottle) and
Lucien Bianchi (in helmet)
are joined by crew and
crowd to celebrate their
victory at the 1968 24 Hours
of Le Mans. Ford Archives

Bruce McLaren and Chris
Amon’s Ford GT40, chassis
number 1046, on its way
to a historic victory at the
1966 24 Hours at Le Mans.
Ford Archives

The Ford GT40’s historic
1-2-3 finish at the 1966
24 Hours of Le Mans.
Ford Archives
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The Ferrari 156
The Shark-nose Contender

C

hange is the only constant in the quicksilver world of Formula 1, and those
reluctant to embrace it are usually left behind. This reality was never more evident
than during the late 1950s, when the “rear-engine revolution” swept the sport. First
introduced by British constructor Cooper, rear-engine design improved weight
distribution and introduced greater aerodynamic possibilities, as the car’s front end
could be significantly lowered and streamlined. But the idea of placing a car’s engine
behind the driver was hardly new, as the principle was employed decades earlier by the
likes of Auto Union.
One of the revolution’s last holdouts was Enzo Ferrari, and his obstinacy
was undermining the effectiveness of his Scuderia Ferrari team. The legendary
Commendatore dismissed the pioneering Cooper and Lotus teams as mere “garagistes,”
yet the scrappy British teams were prevailing on the track and exposing the flaws in
Ferrari’s conservative attitude and overemphasis on engine design.
In spite of Ferrari’s foot-dragging, the 1961 season imposed a new world order.
Maximum engine displacement was dropped from 2.5 to 1.5 liters, and this drastic
reduction in power was the final nail in the coﬃn of the front-engine Grand Prix car.
No longer could the Scuderia rely on brute power to keep pace with the smaller, more
nimble, rear-engine machines. Luckily for Ferrari, he employed an aggressive young
engineer by the name of Carlo Chiti, whose innovative designs would give the new
rear-engine Ferraris a competitive edge.

Opposite: Phil Hill and his Ferrari 156 speed to victory at the 1961 Dutch Grand Prix. Klemantaski Collection
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March 1961, Modena, Italy.
An early-season testing
session at Modena with the
new Ferrari 156. At left is
the car’s designer, Carlo
Chiti. To his right, sitting
on the pit counter, is Enzo
Ferrari himself. The car,
with its wheels removed,
looks like a shark waiting
to consume its prey—
which it would soon do.
Klemantaski Collection
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The heart of Chiti’s effort was the 1.5-liter powerplant, which—along with a revised chassis and mid-mounted engine layout—had its roots in Ferrari’s Formula 2 car. The F2 engine
had originally been designed and developed by Vittorio Jano working with Enzo’s son, Dino,
but Chiti frantically refined a new configuration that banked the cylinder heads at an extreme
120 degrees, as opposed to the more conventional 65 degrees. The 120-degree, six-cylinder,
1,476cc engine produced 190 horsepower, 10 horsepower more than the 65-degree engine. In
comparison to the Coventry-Climax engines utilized by the British teams, Ferrari’s light alloy
powerplant created 40 more horsepower while saving 30 pounds of weight, and its lower center of gravity also enhanced handling.
The new car was called the 156—1.5 liters, six cylinders. It made its first appearance—albeit
with the 65-degree engine—on April 25, 1961, at the non-championship Syracuse Grand Prix
in Sicily. Even before the race began, the car’s distinctive appearance attracted attention. The
broader chassis would later accommodate the flatter engine, and even more visually arresting
was the 156’s shark-like nose: “The nose cowling was very low and flat and extended forward
into a pointed snout with two ‘nostrils’ to take air into the radiator,” Denis Jenkinson wrote in
Motorsport magazine. Referring to the 1.5-liter engine’s raucous exhaust note, he also observed,
“The Ferrari certainly looked like a racing car, and it sounded like one. It went like one, as
well.” In fact, a 26-year-old wild card named Giancarlo Baghetti piloted one of the 156s to
victory, becoming the first—and to this day the only—driver to win during his Formula 1
debut. Baghetti’s unrivalled feat cannot be diminished by the race’s non-championship status:
He overcame a field of drivers that included Jack Brabham, Jim Clark, Dan Gurney, Graham
Hill, Stirling Moss, and John Surtees.
Three weeks later, the 156 entered its first championship race at the iconic Monaco Grand
Prix. Il Commendatore still had doubts about the 120-degree engine’s longevity, so he cautiously
assigned the engine to chassis No. 0001, to be driven by American test driver Richie Ginther.
Meanwhile, the team’s more experienced drivers, American Phil Hill (chassis No. 0003) and
German Count Wolfgang von Trips (chassis No. 0002), were paired with the 65-degree engine.

Spectators are afforded
an up-close view of
Giancarlo Baghetti’s
surprise debut win at the
Syracuse Grand Prix in
Sicily. LAT Photographic

Richie Ginther offers a
glimpse of the Ferrari 156’s
stunning profile as he
speeds down the waterfront
during the 1961 Monaco
Grand Prix. Part of the car’s
bodywork has been removed
to keep the engine cool
on this brutally hot day.
Klemantaski Collection
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Ginther qualified second (to Hill’s fifth and von Trips’ sixth); at the start, the young American catapulted past pole-sitter Stirling Moss and entered turn 1 in the lead. Moss, driving the
less powerful but more maneuverable Lotus 18, gave chase.
One of the more memorable skirmishes in Formula 1 history ensued, with Moss expertly
negotiating his underpowered Lotus 18 through the tight Monte Carlo streets, overtaking
Ginther and working his way to a considerable lead of 10 seconds. But Ginther must have been
holding back, because he staged a thrilling comeback in the second half of the grueling 100-lap
race. On lap 84, he set his fastest time of 1:36.3 minutes—matching Moss’ own fastest lap. When
Moss crossed the finish line, Ginther had narrowed the gap to 3.6 seconds. Hill and his 65-degree
Ferrari would finish a distant third—41.3 seconds behind first place. Moss later said, “I have
never, ever driven a race as hard as I did at Monaco, at least for a good ninety percent of it.”
Monaco offered perhaps the ultimate shakedown for the Ferrari; according to Ginther, it
“. . . was a handling circuit and—compared to the Lotus—the Ferrari didn’t handle worth a
damn.” The Ferrari drivers also reported carburetor flooding on tight corners, brake fatigue,
and extreme cockpit heat. But the next race was a week away, leaving little time for improvement. It had been a momentous start to the 156’s career. But the best—and the worst—was
yet to come.
At the Dutch Grand Prix at Zandvoort, three Ferraris—all powered by 120-degree
engines—confirmed what everyone suspected: the shark-nose single-seaters were better suited
to faster, less technical circuits. In qualifying, Hill took pole position, followed immediately by
von Trips and Ginther. On Sunday, the Ferraris finished an impressive 1–2–5, with von Trips and Hill in the top two spots.
As the season wore on, the shark-nose Ferraris amassed an
almost storybook success that included a breathtaking 1–2–3–4 finish at the Belgian Grand Prix and still more wins at the French and
British Grands Prix. The Ferrari team came to its home race, the Italian Grand Prix at Monza, ready to crown a world champion. Monza
was the second-to-last race of the championship, and the final race
of the European season. Ferrari was 14 points ahead of Lotus in the
constructors’ championship and appeared destined to take home its
first title. In the drivers’ tally, von Trips led his teammate Hill by
four points. To take the points lead, the American would need to
win at Monza with von Trips remaining scoreless.
No fewer than five 156s qualified, including one privateer entry
driven by Baghetti. And the Italian crowd could hardly have hoped
for a better starting grid: Ferraris took up five of the first six positions, including the top four spots. The race began with von Trips on
pole, but Hill managed to steal the lead on the first lap. The second
lap would make Monza an unforgettable race, but for all the wrong
reasons: In an instant, von Trips’ Ferrari made wheel-to-wheel contact with Jim Clark’s Lotus. The German was ejected from his car
Phil Hill inspects his 156 prior to the 1961 Italian Grand Prix.
and died instantly. Worse yet, his car careened into the grandstands,
He would go on to win the race and the world championship.
Klemantaski Collection
killing 14 spectators. The horrifying incident was the worst since
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the notorious 1955 Le Mans disaster that had claimed the life of driver Pierre Levegh and 80
spectators. But the race continued and Hill won, clinching the championship, oblivious to the
carnage in the stands and the loss of his teammate. He later said, “It was not until after the
champagne and congratulations on the victory stand that I was told.”
In the aftermath of the gruesome accident, the young Clark—one of the sport’s future
superstars—was charged with manslaughter, although the charges were eventually dropped.
The Scottish driver was not the only target of the Italian public’s outrage; because he was
responsible for the car that killed so many people, Enzo Ferrari would also feel Italy’s wrath.
Out of respect for the dead, Il Commendatore announced his team would not compete in the
final race of the season, the U.S. Grand Prix at Watkins Glen. It was a paradoxical victory for
Hill: He was the first American to win the Formula 1 world championship and had helped
deliver Ferrari its first constructors’ championship. But any satisfaction he felt would be forever
marred by the tragedy surrounding the Monza race.
The 156’s reign turned out to be short-lived. The car would not win a single race in 1962
and managed just one success the following season before being replaced in 1964 by the V-8engined 158. Meanwhile, Il Commendatore’s notorious temperament led Carlo Chiti to walk
out on the team, taking eight of the Scuderia’s top engineers with him. Phil Hill, who never
felt fully appreciated by Ferrari despite years of service and a world championship title, would
also walk away. Never sentimental, Ferrari enforced his tradition of scrapping his race cars at
the end of the season, and the shark-nose cars that had brought him such soaring success were
no exception. All were demolished in a gesture that serves as a striking reminder that the beauty
and speed of a race car is fleeting.

The Ferrari 156s of Richie
Ginther, Wolfgang von Trips,
and Phil Hill lined up in the
paddock before the ill-fated
1961 Italian Grand Prix.
Klemantaski Collection
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The Porsche 917
From Undriveable
to Unbeatable

I

f the line between brilliance and madness is thin, it could be argued that the Porsche
917 pushed the outer edges of sanity. By the late 1960s, Dr. Ferdinand Porsche’s
eponymous company had achieved success in nearly every form of racing it had
attempted. But one of motorsport’s most coveted prizes still eluded the company: a
win at the 24 Hours of Le Mans.
It wasn’t for lack of trying. The factory had entered Le Mans every year since
1953, earning several class wins but never an outright victory. But a major change in
the FIA rules for 1969 would alter the face of sports car racing and give Porsche the
impetus to start from scratch. The result would be the 917, one of the fastest and most
fearsome race cars ever built.
The wheels were set in motion in 1968, when the FIA changed the rules for the
Group 4 Competition Sports Car class. The new regulations, which would take effect
in 1969, included a reduction in the minimum number of cars required for homologation from 50 to 25, cracking open the door for more manufacturers to try their
hand at the top class at Le Mans. The announcement sent racing director Ferdinand
Piëch—an ambitious engineer who happened to be Dr. “Ferry” Porsche’s nephew—
on a mission to produce 25 examples of a 4.5-liter car that could finally deliver the
company its long-awaited Le Mans glory. Designing and building 25 state-of-theart chassis and engines was an expensive proposition, but Piëch made his argument
Opposite: The 1970 Le Mans–winning Porsche 917K in action. Porsche-Werkfoto
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Chassis #917.023 was the
first Porsche to score an
overall win at Le Mans.
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palatable to Ferry Porsche and the board of directors by suggesting that Porsche could run a
handful of works cars and sell the remainder to privateers.
Having convinced his uncle that the plan could succeed, Piëch and his small team commenced, operating in secrecy to protect the car’s innovative designs. With only a few months
to work, there was little room for vacillation, and virtually no time to spare. Every component
of the car had to work right the first time, and all the vehicle’s components had to operate in
harmony with each other.
Inspired by the flat-8 engine of Porsche’s 908 racer, the new flat-12, 4,494cc mill was the
largest air-cooled automobile engine in history. It used a magnesium-alloy crankcase with a
pinion driving two overhead camshafts per bank of cylinders and a gear-driven cooling fan.
Twin distributors fired two plugs per cylinder, and fuel was fed via a Bosch fuel-injection system. Altogether, this massive powerplant produced 550 horsepower at 8,500 rpm, giving the
relatively light 917 a tremendous power-to-weight ratio.
Porsche engineers were able to incorporate numerous high-performance innovations into
the 917’s drivetrain and chassis. These included a carefully devised oil-circulation system with

one pressure pump and six scavenge pumps, all of which kept the amount of circulating oil relatively low for reduced splashing. To save weight, the injection trumpets and cooling shrouds
were made of fiberglass rather than metal or magnesium. The mid-mounted engine drove a
triple-plate, dry-clutch gearbox with a limited-slip differential. An argon-welded, space frame
chassis featured a complex array of multitubular aluminum alloy, and the 917’s bodywork
was a single-ply fiberglass skin bonded to the frame. The car’s expansive surface area and low,
sweeping lines implied power and speed.
Porsche succeeded in keeping the project a secret, and on March 12, 1969, the company
unveiled the 917 to a stunned audience at the Geneva Auto Salon. The manufacturer declared
that it would complete the 25 examples required for homologation by the end of the month,
and although the cars weren’t actually built until late April, homologation was nonetheless
granted by the FIA.
Although the 917 was given the green light for racing, the car was far from ready. Porsche
had been so rushed to produce the car that it had neither tested nor developed it. Engineers
didn’t even have time to build and test a prototype of the engine before production.
Sorting out the car’s many bugs was left to the factory team’s drivers—and this would
prove to be a terrifying experience. During its first test at Le Mans, Rolf Stommelen clocked a
staggering 216 miles per hour. But the downside of the car’s low coefficient of drag was a lack
of directional stability. “It was fairly dreadful,” recalled Brian Redman. “At a speed of 230 miles
per hour, it weaved its way down the Mulsanne straight from one side of the road to the other.”
Vic Elford and Jo Siffert were looking forward to testing the car at Spa, but once they drove
several laps, “We came back absolutely white-faced,” Elford recalled. “We said, ‘No thanks; not
yet!’” The 917’s stability issues were mostly a product of its sleek bodywork, which had been
designed for maximum velocity and minimum drag—but produced little or no downforce.
But despite its ability to strike fear into the hearts of some of the world’s most courageous
drivers, the 917 was clearly something special. Its straight-line speed was roughly 20 miles per
hour faster than its competition, and it was quite clear
that if that velocity could be controlled, the car would
be unbeatable.
An eighth-place finish at the Nürburgring
1,000-kilometer race on June 1 offered a glint of
hope. Two weeks later, the 917’s blinding speed was
on display again, as the car dominated practice for the
24 Hours of Le Mans. But on race day, the instability problems resurfaced—this time with tragic results.
On lap one of the race, Porsche’s first 917 privateer
customer, John Woolfe, lost control at the White
House corner, hitting a wall and spinning. His car
split in two, and he succumbed to his injuries. Elford
said of the accident that, “even in an easy car, it was
not an easy corner. And in a 917, it was hell.” The
The Porsche 917’s flat-12 engine was based on the 908’s flat-8, and initially
fact that Woolfe wasn’t wearing his seatbelt may have
produced 550 horsepower. Later turbocharged versions would achieve well over
1,000 horsepower. Porsche-Werkfoto
contributed to his fatal injuries. His death led to the
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banning of the so-called “Le Mans start,” in which drivers ran to their parked cars, climbed in,
and raced off. The two factory cars, driven by Elford/Richard Attwood and Stommelen/Kurt
Ahrens suffered mechanical failures and did not finish the race. Ironically, the event ended the
next day with Hans Herrmann’s tried-and-true Porsche 908 finishing a mere 400 feet behind
Jacky Ickx’s winning Ford GT40.
Meanwhile, as the cost of Porsche’s racing program continued to skyrocket, the company’s
board of directors decided to take action in order to offset the considerable burden of racing.
Ferry Porsche’s solution was to negotiate a deal with John Wyer’s Gulf Oil–sponsored J. W.
Automotive team to run Porsche’s racing program. Wyer was a natural choice: J. W. Automotive had led the Ford GT program that dominated Le Mans for the last several seasons.
The deal looked even more appealing when, at the new team’s first test, Wyer’s chief engineer,
John Horseman, came up with a solution for the 917’s stability issues. During the October 1969
session at the Österreichring, Horseman used an old racer’s trick, pouring oil on the 917’s rear
bodywork in order to trace the airflow’s path. His findings led him to believe that stability might
be gained if the car’s tail was shortened. He then pulled out a pair of snips and proceeded to cut
off the tail, rebuilding it with an aluminum alloy sheet and self-tapping screws. Porsche engineers
balked at the sacrilegious act, but their disapproval was silenced by the car’s instant three-secondper-lap gain. The resulting model was called the 917K (for “Kurzheck,” or “short tail”).
Derek Bell remarked that in its more advanced configuration, the 917 was a communicative car to drive—even if it lacked the mechanical grip of subsequent “ground-effects” cars like
the 956. “It went from being a death trap to being a great car to drive,” Bell recalled, “and of
course you had that immense power in a light car with very little grip, so you got wheelspin
lots of the time.”
With its handling difficulties sorted out, the 917 went on to fulfill its considerable potential in 1970. Following victories at the 24 Hours of Daytona, the 1,000-kilometer races at
Brands Hatch, Monza, and Spa, as well as the Targa Florio, no fewer than eight 917s would
compete at Le Mans. The array included the three Gulf-sponsored Wyer entries, three Porsche
Salzburg cars, one AAW racing team entry, and one Martini Racing entry—a Langheck “Long
Tail” version, designed by French aerodynamicist Robert Choulet.
The 1970 24 Hours of Le Mans was the first to begin without the traditional running start,
and it would be the first to end with Porsche as the overall leader. Hans Herrmann and Richard
Attwood’s 917K finished the rain-soaked race in first place after a grueling 343 laps, nearly
41 miles ahead of the second-place finisher, the “Long Tail Hippie Car” driven by Gerard
Larrousse and Willibert Kausen. Porsche had finally achieved its elusive victory, and the 917
realized the sort of success its proponents had envisioned.
Its domination continued through 1971, winning the Buenos Aires 1,000-kilometer,
repeating victories at Daytona, Monza, and Spa, and taking its second consecutive 1–2 finish
at Le Mans. Its unparalleled success cemented the 917’s reputation as one of the greatest race
cars of all time.
Given the vagaries of sports car racing in the early 1970s, it should come as no surprise
that a car born out of a rule change should be consigned to history by another rule change.
For 1972, the FIA abolished the 5-liter Group 4 Competition Sports Cars category, ending the
917’s sweeping European career. Yet the 917 would live on for several more years in the North
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American Can-Am series, where the increasingly refined chassis was mated to various turbocharged powerplants, resulting in anything-goes, open-cockpit powerhouses that produced up
to 1,100 horsepower.
Looking back through racing history, it is difficult to imagine a time when Porsche had not
conquered Le Mans. It is somehow fitting that Porsche clinched the inevitable with the 917,
a race car that both wooed and alienated the most accomplished drivers in the world with its
tempestuousness, beauty, and merit.

When open, front-hinged
doors nearly double the
height of the Porsche 917K.
The 1970 Le Mans–winning
917K is part of Dr. Julio
Palmaz’s Porsche race
car collection.
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